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Link capacity reductions, which occur often, degrade the service quality and performance of urban rail transit (URT) networks. To
measure the reliability of a URTnetwork when link capacity reductions occur in a given time period, the passengers’ generalized
travel cost (GTC) is computed and passengers are divided into three categories. ,e GTC considers here the crowding in trains,
seat availability, and perceived travel time. Passengers whose relative increase in GTC on a URT is below or above a preset
threshold belong to category I or II, respectively, while passengers who cannot travel on the URTdue to insufficient capacities on
their paths belong to category III. Passenger trips in categories I are acceptable since their GTC increases only slightly with link
capacity reductions. ,e fraction of acceptable trip (FAT) and total GTC increase ratio (TGCR) in a given time period are defined
here as the network’s reliability and unreliability metrics, respectively. ,e ratio of affected passenger trip (RAPT) is proposed to
identify each line’s most critical links. ,e reliability and unreliability metrics of Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak
hours are computed when the capacities of the most critical link or multiple most critical links are reduced. ,e results show that
the proposed RAPT indicator is effective in identifying the most critical links that greatly affect the reliability and performance of a
URT network. For capacity reductions on a line’s most critical link, the proposed method can determine the capacity reduction
ratio corresponding to network’s high FAT and low TGCR as well as the priorities of lines needing emergency measures to
maintain high network reliability and performance. For capacity reductions on critical links of multiple lines, the proposed
method can identify the number of reduction links and the capacity reduction ratio that the network can withstand while
maintaining its reliability and performance above a specified level.

1. Introduction

To deal with the urban challenges of congestion, noise, and
emissions due to rising demand, urban rail transit (URT)
development is promoted by China’s government for its
desirable economic, social, and environmental benefits [1].
Hence, URT networks in large urban areas have expanded
rapidly in recent years and have a major role in public
transport. As economic and social development advances,
passengers expect from high quality and reliable trans-
portation services from URT [2, 3]. However, URTnetworks

are often subject to disturbances (e.g., public events, vehicle
breakdowns, and equipment failures) in daily operations.
,ose disturbances cause link capacity reductions on the
URT network, which results in degraded network perfor-
mance and low reliability. As passenger volume on a URT
network increases, the sensitivity of the network to the
disturbances also increases. ,is may inhibit the passengers’
willingness to shift from private transportation to public
transportation. Accordingly, measuring and increasing the
reliability of a URT network when link capacity reductions
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occur are essential in URT policymaking, planning, and
operations.

,e rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, the
related work is presented. Second, the metrics for measuring
the reliability and unreliability of a URT network are pro-
posed. A traffic assignment model is introduced to compute
the metrics when link capacity reductions occur. ,ird, the
reliability and unreliability of Wuhan’s URTnetwork during
evening peak hours when link capacity reductions occur is
analyzed. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized and
suggestions are offered for maintaining the high reliability
and performance of a URT network.

1.1. Literature Review. To measure the probability of dis-
turbances and the impacts of disturbances on transportation
networks as well as networks’ ability to absorb disturbances,
many studies use concepts such as reliability, vulnerability,
robustness, and resilience [4]. Vulnerability is defined as the
susceptibility to disturbances, which emphasizes measure-
ment of the consequences of disturbances [5]. Robustness
represents the ability to maintain system performance under
disturbances, which is the inverse concept of vulnerability
[6]. ,e resilience of a transportation network is defined as
the network’s ability to resist, absorb, adapt to, and recover
from negative impacts of disturbances [6].,e reliability of a
transportation network has been defined in dissimilar ways
in various studies. Bell defines that a network is reliable if the
expected trip costs are acceptable even when passengers are
very pessimistic about the state of the network [7]. Kim et al.
define the reliability of a transportation network as the
possibility that the network performed its intended tasks
satisfactorily for a certain period of time [8, 9]. Gu et al.
specify that transportation network reliability is the prob-
ability that the network could remain satisfactory in terms of
service level provision when perturbation occurs [4].

In practice, the degradation of a transport network
could be due to many interruptions, such as operational
accidents, natural disasters, and terrorist activities [10].
,ose serious events cause complete failures of stations or
links. ,e vulnerability of the transport network was
measured based on network performance with and without
complete failures at stations or links. Many network per-
formance metrics were proposed that reflected the topology
of the transport network [11], such as global connectivity
(the minimum number of links whose removal disconnects
the remaining nodes from each other), the largest con-
nected component of the network, average shortest-path
length, and other derivative metrics [12–15]. ,e vulner-
ability and resilience of a URT network were measured
according to the relative differences in the above metrics
due to network damage events compared to the normal
situation. Simulations that removed stations or links were
performed to analyze the vulnerability, robustness, and
reliability of URT networks [12–14, 16]. ,e influence of
removing stations and links on topologies of URTnetworks
was analyzed deeply in the above studies. ,e research
focused on connectivity issues when the network becomes
disconnected due to complete failures at stations or links

[17–19]. Although the network performance and service
quality of URT’s were heavily affected by total loss of
station or link capacities, the likelihood of such serious
events is low. On the contrary, small disturbances that
reduce the capacities of links and stations often occur. In
addition, the passengers’ travel behavior and transport
capacity were neglected in some studies when measuring
the vulnerability, reliability, resilience, and robustness of
URTnetworks. For example, Sun et al. analyzed the impact
of removing stations on passengers’ volume but without
considering passengers’ travel behaviors and the trans-
portation service quality [20]. Kim and Song measured the
reliability of a mass transit system based on the topological
structure of the network and the passenger flow among
pairs of stations [21]. ,ey also neglected the effects of
passengers’ travel path selection behaviors on the reliability
of a transportation network. Lu measured the resilience of
the Shanghai metro network by integrating the network
topology and passenger volume [22]. He assumed that
passengers travel on the shortest travel paths between pairs
of stations. De-Los-Santos et al. measured the robustness of
a rail transit network when links were removed from it
based on the passengers’ overall travel time [23]. However,
they assumed that passengers only chose the shortest paths
and waited for the failure to be repaired when no alter-
native path existed, which was inconsistent with passen-
gers’ travel characteristics.

Researchers had noted the necessity of considering traffic
demand and transport supply in studying the reliability,
vulnerability, and robustness of transport networks [6, 24].
Snelder et al. also proposed a framework for analyzing the
robustness of road networks for short-term variations in
supply [25]. Considering traffic demand and transportation
supply could measure the influence of full and partial link
capacity reductions on network performance, which helped
to measure the reliability, vulnerability, and robustness of
transportation networks. Jiang et al. assessed the vulnera-
bility of the transport network that considers both equi-
librium flows and the probability of the disturbance [26].
Cats and Jenelius researched the impact of partial capacities
degradation of lines on public transport network vulnera-
bility [27]. Jenelius measured the reliability of a high-fre-
quency bus line in Stockholm in terms of the passengers’
perceived travel time [28]. While he analyzed the service
reliability when bus lines operate normally, the effects of
transport interference on the reliability of bus lines had not
been analyzed. Liu et al. measured the travel reliability of a
URT network with connectivity reliability, travel time reli-
ability, and capacity reliability during normal operations of
the URT network [24]; although passengers’ route choices
behavior was considered, the travel reliability of a URT
network under disturbances was not measured.

,e transportation network reliability is closely related
to the acceptable level of service. Regarding the reliability of
public transportation network reliability, many researchers
had defined the acceptable level of service in terms of
punctuality (i.e., on-time performance) and the coefficient of
variation of vehicle headways. However, most standards for
the acceptable level of service are proposed from the
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perspective of suppliers rather than passengers [29, 30]. In
addition, the standards focused on travel time or vehicle
running time, which reflects the extent to which vehicles ran
on time. However, the transportation service quality per-
ceived by passengers on the journey is neglected. Even if
passengers arrive at their destination on time, they may
consider their travel unacceptable because of low perceived
service quality to passengers.

1.2. Objective and Contribution. ,is paper evaluates the
reliability and unreliability of a URT network when link
capacity reductions occur. It analyzes cases not only where
the link capacity is reduced to zero, but also cases where the
link capacity is partially reduced. ,e passengers’ gener-
alized travel cost (GTC) which is the sum of the monetary
value of perceived travel time and monetary cost of the trip
is computed to reflect the service quality perceived by
passengers. If link capacity reductions occur, the reliability
of the URT network decreases because some passengers’
perceived service quality is not acceptable. To determine
whether the service perceived by a passenger is acceptable,
the relative increase in GTC for passengers is computed.
Passengers are classified into three categories according to
their relative increase in GTC and whether paths with spare
capacity exist between station pairs when link capacity
reductions occur. Passengers whose relative increase in
GTC on a URT is below or above a preset threshold belong
to category I or II, respectively. With link capacity re-
ductions, passengers in categories I and II can travel on a
URT network. Passengers who cannot travel on the URT
due to insufficient capacities on their paths belong to
category III. ,e fraction of acceptable trips (FAT) is
proposed to measure the network reliability within a given
time period. Only passengers in category I perceive ac-
ceptable service when link capacity reductions occur, since
their GTC increases only slightly. ,us, the FAT equals the
fraction of passengers in category I, which is defined as the
metric of URT network reliability within a given time
period.

Passengers’ total GTC is used to reflect the network
performance of a URT. ,e difference in passengers’ total
GTCwith and without link capacity reductions measures the
impact of link capacity reductions on the URTnetwork. ,e
total GTC increase ratio (TGCR) is defined as the metric of
the unreliability of a URT network when link capacity re-
ductions occur.

To identify lines’ most critical links, the ratio of affected
passenger volume (RAPT) is proposed. Finally, the proposed
indicators and method are applied toWuhan’s URTnetwork
during evening peak hours. ,e reliability of Wuhan’s URT
network during evening peak hours is computed when the
capacities of each line’s most critical link or multiple lines’
most critical links are reduced. ,e proposed indicators and
method help to identify each line’s most critical links, as well
as the extent and the relations among the capacity reductions
on lines’ most critical link and network performance,
thereby supporting infrastructure management and capacity
allocation.

2. Model Formulation

2.1. URT Network and Passengers’ Categories. A weighted
and directed graph G � (S, E) is used to represent a URT
network, which consists of the set of URT stations S and the
set of URT links E⊆ (i, j)|i, j ∈ S, i≠ j  that connect stations
directly.

Passengers in categories I and II can travel on the URT
network. However, only passengers in category I get ac-
ceptable service and their trips are acceptable when link
capacity reductions occur, since their GTC increases only
slightly. (Eredu, x) represents that the capacities of link set
Eredu, Eredu ∈ E are reduced by reduction ratio
x, x ∈ (0, 100%]. If x � 100%, then capacities of links in the
set Eredu are reduced to zero. A passenger n traveling from
station i to station j is represented as pn

ij. ,e category of the
passenger pn

ij is determined by equations (1) and (2) when
link capacity reductions occur:

λ �
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where λ is the relative increase in GTC for passenger pn
ij

when link capacity reductions occur, Cn
ij(0, 0) and

Cn
ij(Eredu, x) are the GTCs of passengers pn

ij from station i to
station j when a URTnetwork operates normally and when
capacities of link set Eredu are reduced by x, respectively,
P
ij
1(Eredu, x), P

ij
2(Eredu, x), and P

ij
3(Eredu, x) are the sets of

passengers from station i to station j and belonging to
categories I, II, and III, respectively, when capacities of link
set Eredu are reduced by x, |paij| is the number of paths with
spare capacity from station i to station j, and κ is a preset
threshold.

2.2. GTC Computation. ,e passengers’ GTC is the sum of
the monetary and nonmonetary costs of a trip [31–33].
Nonmonetary cost refers to the perceived travel time un-
dertaking the journey.,e perceived travel time is converted
to a monetary value using a value of time, which usually
varies according to the traveler’s income, trip component,
and trip purpose. ,e travel time from a station to another is
separated into different components, i.e., walking time,
waiting time, and in-vehicle time. Research shows that the
different components of travel time are perceived by pas-
sengers differently, e.g., waiting time has a much higher
perceived value than in-vehicle travel time when the vehicle
is not crowded. In addition, seat availability and crowding in
the vehicle also affect passengers’ perceived in-vehicle time.
,erefore, each part of the travel time has its own value and
weighting [34]. When a URT network operates normally,
passenger pn

ij’s GTC from station i to station j is computed
with the following equation:
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C
n
ij(0, 0) � t

n
ij(0, 0) · α + cij, (3)

where Cn
ij(0, 0) is the passenger pn

ij’s GTC from station i to
station j when a URTnetwork operates normally, tn

ij(0, 0) is
the passenger pn

ij’s perceived travel time from station i to
station j when a URT network operates normally, cij is fare
from station i to station j, which is not affected by link
capacity reductions, and α is the value of time figure that
converts the perceived travel time into money.

,e perceived travel time includes perceived waiting
time (waiting time at origin and transfer stations), perceived
walking time (access, egress, and transfer walking time),
perceived in-vehicle time considering seat availability and
crowding in the vehicle, and increased perceived travel time
due to transfer [27, 35]. Each perceived travel time com-
ponent equals time multiplied by time weights. Passenger
pn
ij’s perceived travel time from station i to station j when a

URT network operates normally is computed with the fol-
lowing equation:

t
n
ij(0, 0) � βwait · t

wait
(0, 0) + βwalk · t

walk
(0, 0)

+ βcrow · t
inv

(0, 0) + βtrans · n
trans

(0, 0),
(4)

where twait(0, 0), tinv(0, 0), twalk(0, 0), and ntrans(0, 0) are the
waiting time, walking time, in-vehicle time, and transfer
times, respectively, when a URTnetwork operates normally.
,e β values are the corresponding time weights.

Passengers’ waiting time, transfer times, and crowding in
vehicles increase while seat availability decreases when link
capacity reductions occur. ,erefore, passengers’ GTC in-
creases when the capacities of link set Eredu are reduced by x.
If passenger pn

ij belongs to categories I and II, then his GTC
Cn
ij(Eredu, x) can be computed with equations (3) and (4)

when capacities of link set Eredu are reduced by x. However,
if passenger pn

ij belongs to category III, then his GTC is
assumed to be the maximum GTC of passengers in cate-
gories I and II when the URT network operates normally.

2.3. Metrics of the Reliability and Unreliability of a URT
Network. Passengers in categories I and II still can travel on
the URT network when link capacity reductions occur.
Nevertheless, passengers in category I are only slightly af-
fected by link capacity reductions and their perceived service
is acceptable. ,us, the FAT is the fraction of passengers in
category I which is defined as the metric of the reliability of a
URTnetwork in a given time period, which is computed with
the following equation:

Rre Eredu, x(  �
i∈Sj∈S,j≠i P

ij
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i∈Sj∈S,j≠ivij
, (5)

where Rre(Eredu, x) is the metric of the reliability of a URT
network when capacities of link set Eredu are reduced by x,
|P

ij
1(Eredu, x)| is the number of passengers trips who travel

from station i to station j and belong to category I in a given
time period, and vij is passenger trips traveling from station i

to station j in a given time period.
,e total GTC can be used to evaluate the performance

of the URT network [27]. ,e reliability of a URT network
cannot be measured comprehensively by only using as a
metric of the fraction of passengers in category I (e.g., Case 1:
the fractions of passengers in categories I, II, and III are 0.8,
0.1, and 0.1, respectively; Case 2: the fractions of passengers
in categories I, II, and III are 0.8, 0.15, and 0.05, respectively.)
,e reliability in Cases 1 and 2 is the same. However, the
network performance in Case 2 is better than Case 1, since
passenger’ GTC in category III is higher than passengers’
GTC in category II. ,erefore, the effects of link capacity
reductions on the URT network are measured as the dif-
ference in passengers’ total GTC with and without link
capacity reductions. Passengers’ total GTC in a given time
period is computed with equation (6) when a URT network
operates normally.

C(0, 0) � 
i∈S


j∈S,j≠ i



vij
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C

n
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where C(0, 0) is the passengers’ total GTC when the URT
network operates normally.

Equation (6) can be applied to computed passengers’
total GTC C(Eredu, x) when capacities of link set Eredu are
reduced by x. ,e TGCR is defined as the metric of the
unreliability of a URT network when capacities of link set
Eredu are reduced by x, which is computed with the following
equation:

Run Eredu, x(  �
C Eredu, x(  − C(0, 0)

C(0, 0)
, (7)

where Run(Eredu, x) is the metric of the unreliability of a
URTnetwork when capacities of link set Eredu are reduced by
x.

2.4. Simulation Based on Traffic Assignment. In order to
measure the reliability of a URTnetwork when link capacity
reductions occur, a logit-based stochastic user equilibrium
model, which has the advantage of reflecting passengers’
travel behavior and the congestion effect [36, 37], is used to
compute passengers’ GTC and determine passengers’ cat-
egories. ,e model is formulated as equations (8)–(16) and
solved by the successive weighted averages method [38]:

minZ(f) � − 
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m∈Mij

v
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where θ is a nonnegative parameter that represents the
accuracy of passengers’ perception of travel cost, vm

ij is the
volume of passenger trips from station i to station j on path
m, which is computed with the logit model of equation (10),
Cm
ij is the GTC of path m from station i to station j, vij is the

passenger trip volume from station i to station j, E(Cij, θ) is
the mathematical expectation of passengers for GTC per-
ception, Cij � · · · , Cm

ij , · · ·  is the GTC set corresponding to
paths from station i to station j, fle is the passenger flow on
link e, which is the sum of passenger flows on paths that
contain link e, and δije,m is a 0-1 binary variable. If the path m

from station i to station j contains the link e, then δije,m � 1;
otherwise, δije,m � 0. Cape is the capacity of the link e, which is
the number of trains fe traversing link e per hour multiplied
by the maximum allowable number of passengers per train
nc. ψe is the number of seats on link e, which equals the seats
of per train ns multiplied by the number of trains running fe

on the link e per hour. Ce(ω) is the functional relation
between travel cost in a link and the link’s passenger flow ω,
which is expressed in equation (16). t

inv

e is the in-vehicle time
on link e.

2.5. Identification of Critical Links. ,e betweenness of links
has been widely used to identify the critical links on a URT
network [23]. ,e betweenness of a URT link is the ratio of
the number of the shortest paths containing that link to the
number of all shortest paths between OD pairs. It is com-
puted with the following equation:

Be � 
i∈N


j∈N,j≠ i

n
e
ij

nij
, ∀e ∈ E, (17)

where Be is the betweenness of link e, nij is the number of
shortest paths from station i to station j, and ne

ij is the

number of shortest paths from station i to station j which
contains link e.

,e betweenness of links is proposed from the topology
of a URT network. It measures the criticality of links from
the shortest paths on a URT network. However, it cannot
measure the effects of link disruptions on passengers’ travel
comprehensively, since it neglects the passenger flow on the
URTnetwork.,e ratio of affected passenger trips (RAPT) is
proposed to measure the passenger trips that a link can
affect, i.e., the passenger trips whose travel paths include that
link. It is used to identify critical links and specified with the
following equation:

Ie �
i∈Sj∈S,j≠im∈Mij

v
m
ij · δije,m

i∈Sj∈S,j≠ivij
, ∀e ∈ E, (18)

where Ie is the ratio of affected passenger trips who is af-
fected by link e, which is computed based on a logit-based
stochastic user equilibrium model.

3. Application

3.1. Case Study Description. Wuhan’s URT network is used
in a case study to measure its reliability when link capacity
reductions occur. Wuhan’s URT network connects three
parts of Wuhan (Wuchang, Hankou, and Hanyang) which
are divided by Yangtze and Han rivers (the black dotted lines
in Figure 1). Wuhan’s URT included 7 lines and 149 stations
(17 transfer stations) in September 2018. Figure 1 shows the
operating lines, station numbers, and abbreviations of sta-
tion names for Wuhan’s URT in September 2018.

3.2. Data Preparation. Automatic Fare Collection (AFC)
data records for 5 working days in September 2018 are
obtained from Wuhan’s URT operator to measure the re-
liability of that URTnetwork during evening peak hours (5:
30–7:30). ,e average OD (origin station to destination
station) trip distribution is computed using AFC data. ,e
waiting time at origin station and transfer station is esti-
mated as half of the lines’ headway (Dixit et al. 2019 and De-
Los-Santos et al. 2012) [23, 39]. ,e access walking time and
egress walking time at different stations are different. Here,
we assume that access walking time or egress walking time at
a station is 4 minutes, according to our survey. ,e hourly
capacities of lines and the number of seats per hour on lines
(links have the same capacity and same seats along a line),
the headway of lines, the in-vehicle travel time (including
dwell time and train running time) of links, and the transfer
walking time at transfer stations are obtained from an op-
erator. ,e capacities, headway, and number of seats of lines
during evening peak hours are shown in Table 1. Taking line
1 as an example, the transfer walking time at transfer stations
and in-vehicle travel time of some links on line 1 are shown
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, during evening peak hours.

,e preset threshold which is used to determine pas-
sengers’ categories when link capacity reductions occur is
obtained by conducting a questionnaire survey of passengers
inWuhan’s URTnetwork. A total of 1427 questionnaires are
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returned, including 1302 valid questionnaires. ,e effective
sampling rate of the questionnaires is 91.24%, which meets
the statistical requirements. ,e survey sample includes 697
men and 605 women. ,e surveyed passengers aged under
30 years old, between 30 and 60 years old, as well as over 60
years old account for 46.93%, 44.39%, and 8.68%, respec-
tively, of total surveyed passengers. In addition, students
(31.57%), officials (9.68%), businessmen (43.24%), and
workers (15.51%) are surveyed. From the survey analysis, it is

found that, during disturbances in Wuhan’s URT network,
passengers think their trips are acceptable only when their
average relative increase in GTC is below 0.34.,erefore, the
preset threshold to determine passengers’ categories is 0.34.
To compute passengers’ GTC, the time weights, value of
time, and fare are determined. ,e recommended default
value for personal travel time should be 30% of household
income per hour according to the economist Kenneth
Gwilliam [40]. ,erefore, the value of time α is estimated to
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Figure 1: Wuhan’s URT network in September 2018.

Table 1: Transport capacities and average headway of lines.

Lines
Downstream Upstream

Headway (min) Capacity (trips/h) Seats (seats/h) Headway (min) Capacity (trips/h) Seats (seats/h)
1 3.8 23 360 5 600 4.6 20 440 5 950
2 3.8 23 360 5 600 3.3 26 280 6 300
3 4.3 20 440 4 900 3.8 23 360 5 600
4 3.8 23 360 5 600 3.3 26 280 6 300
5 3.3 26 280 6 300 3.8 23 360 5 600
6 4.3 20 440 4 900 4.3 20 440 5 950
7 6.0 14 600 3 500 7.5 11 680 2 800

Table 2: Transfer walking time at transfer stations on line 1.

Station Transfer
direction

Time
(min)

Transfer
direction

Time
(min)

14 Line 1 to line 3 2.9 Line 3 to line 1 2.6
20 Line 1 to line 2 2.5 Line 2 to line 1 2.0
21 Line 1 to line 5 2.7 Line 5 to line 1 2.7
23 Line 1 to line 7 2.9 Line 7 to line 1 2.7

Table 3: In-vehicle time of some links on line 1.

Link
In-vehicle time (min)

Link
In-vehicle time (min)

Downstream Upstream Downstream Upstream
1-2 1.9 1.7 6-7 1.6 1.2
2-3 3.4 3.0 7-8 1.4 1.6
3-4 1.8 1.6 8-9 2.5 2.5
4-5 2.8 2.8 9-10 2.6 3.1
5-6 2.8 3.1 10-11 1.6 1.4
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be 16.54 ¥/hour for passengers based on the household
income of 161,000 ¥/per year in Wuhan. ,e time weights
are βwait � 1.75, βwalk � 1.75, and βtrans � 8.35 according to
Cats and Jenelius [27]. βcrow is related to the seat availability
(sitting or standing) and crowding in the trains, which is
shown in Table 4 [35]. ,e load factor is the ratio of pas-
senger flow on a link to the number of seats on that link. It
can indicate the crowding in the trains. ,e fare between an
OD pair in Wuhan’s URT is determined based on the
shortest distances between that OD pair.,e relation of fares
to the shortest distance between an OD pair is shown in
Table 5.

3.3. Network Performance in Normal Operation. A logit-
based stochastic user equilibrium model is applied to assign
passenger OD trips to Wuhan’s URT network during
evening peak hours.,e passenger volume on links is shown
in Figure 2, which shows that the links with high passenger
volume are located at the center of Wuhan. In addition, the
links which connect three parts of Wuhan (Wuchang,
Hankou, and Hanyang) have high passenger volumes.

,e passengers’ actual travel time and perceived travel
time on Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours
are computed after passenger trip assignment. ,e average
travel time per trip and average perceived travel time per trip
on Wuhan’s URT network are 32.57 minutes and 68.92
minutes, respectively, during evening peak hours. Figure 3
shows that the perceived in-vehicle time is 1.93 times of
actual in-vehicle time per trip. In addition, the increased
perceived travel time is 7.73 minutes per trip due to transfer,
which cannot be measured fully with actual travel time.
,erefore, the perceived travel time can reflect more pas-
sengers’ travel information and travel quality than actual
travel time.

,e average GTC per trip is 23.43 ¥ which equals the fare
(4.42 ¥) plus the monetary value of perceived travel time
(19.01 ¥). Passengers’ total GTC is 8,156,325.79 ¥ on
Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours
according to 348,115 total passenger trips during evening
peak hours.,e components of the average GTC per trip are
shown in Figure 4. It shows that the largest component of the
GTC is the perceived in-vehicle time (53.97%). ,e mon-
etary values of perceived walking time, waiting time, and
increased perceived time due to transfer are, respectively,
10.48%, 7.58%, and 9.10% of the GTC on Wuhan’s URT
network during evening peak hours. ,e passengers’ total
GTC is computed with perceived travel time conveys service
quality perceived by passengers (e.g., crowding in the ve-
hicle, seat availability, perceived time components, and
increased perceived travel time due to transfer).

3.4. Every Line’sMostCritical Link and Its SimulatedCapacity
Reductions. ,e RAPT and betweenness of links are com-
puted after the passenger OD trips assignment. Every line’s
most critical link on Wuhan’s URTnetwork during evening
peak hours (shown in Table 6) is identified based on RAPT
and betweenness.

,e implicit assumptions of using betweenness of links
to identify critical links in URTnetworks are that passenger
trips between OD pairs are the same (all OD pairs are equally
important) and all passengers choose the shortest paths to
travel between OD pairs. However, the passenger trips
between OD pairs vary greatly in the URT, and thus the
weights of OD pairs are not the same. Passengers choose
travel paths between OD pairs according to the GTC of
paths. ,erefore, not all passengers actually travel through
the shortest paths. Critical links identification with RAPT
considers the passenger trips between OD pairs and pas-
sengers’ travel behavior. ,erefore, Table 6 shows that the
critical links identified with the betweenness and RAPT are
quite different.

To simulate the link capacity reductions (Eredu, x) that
often occur on a URTnetwork, capacity reductions on each
line’s most critical link and multiple lines’ most critical links
are simulated, respectively, on Wuhan’s URT network
during evening peak hours. It is assumed that the links are
independent of each other in a simulation [11, 41], since it is
difficult to estimate the effect of link capacity reductions on
other links’ capacities.

,e capacity reductions on each line’s most critical link
are simulated when its capacity is reduced by x (for x values
of 10%, 20%, 30%, . . ., 90%, 100%). ,e capacities of the
most critical links are reduced by the same ratio x when
capacity reductions on multiple lines’ most critical links are
simulated. ,e capacity reductions on the most critical links
of two to seven lines, identified with RAPTand betweenness,
respectively, are simulated. In addition, the capacity re-
duction links are determined by their rankings on RAPTand
betweenness values, respectively, which are shown in Ta-
ble 6. For example, if the capacity reductions on three lines’
most critical links identified with RAPT are simulated, then
the three lines are lines 5, 1, and 3. After the capacities of
lines’ most critical links are reduced, a logit-based stochastic
user equilibrium model is used to compute the passengers’
GTC using equations (3) and (4). ,en, the reliability and
unreliability metrics of Wuhan’s URT network during
evening peak hours are computed.

3.5. Results

3.5.1. Reliability of Wuhan’s URTWhen Capacity Reductions
Occur on the Lines’ Most Critical Links

(1) Capacity Reductions on Each Line’s Most Critical Link.
,e reliability metric of Wuhan’s URT network (FAT) is
computed during evening peak hours when the capacity of
each line’s most critical link is reduced and is shown in
Figure 5.,e results show that the capacity reduction on line
1 to 5’s most critical link identified with RAPT decrease the
FAT on Wuhan’s URT network faster than for the most
critical link identified with betweenness. ,is indicates that
critical links can be identified more accurately with RAPT
than with betweenness. ,e reason is that the most critical
links identified with RAPT have high passenger volume and
are located at Wuhan’s center. If their capacities decrease,
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Table 4: ,e value of βcrow in different load factors.

Load factor (%)
βcrow

Sitting Standing
0–75 0.86 —
75–100 0.95 —
100–125 1.05 1.62
125–150 1.16 1.79
150–175 1.27 1.99
175–200 1.40 2.20
>200 1.55 2.44

Table 5: Fares corresponding to the shortest distance between an OD pair.

Distance (km) (0, 4] (4, 8] (8, 12] (12, 18] (18, 24] (24, 32] (32, 40] (40, 50] >50
Price (¥) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Passenger volume

50000 25000 12500

Figure 2: Passenger volume on Wuhan’s URT links during evening peak hours.
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then more passengers are shifted to categories II and III.
Figure 5 illustrates that, as the capacity decreases, the FATon
Wuhan’s URT network decreases slowly at first and then
rapidly. ,e reason is that capacity reductions on a line’s
most critical link increase slowly the number of passengers
who belong to category II when the capacity reduction ratio
is below 50%. However, if the capacity of a line’s most critical
link decreases by over 50%, the passengers in category III
increase rapidly due to their path flow exceeding path
capacities.

,e guidance for dealing with capacity reductions on
each line’s most critical link is obtained by analyzing Fig-
ure 5. For example, to maintain the high reliability of
Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours, i.e.,
guarantee that the FAT exceeds 0.95, the operators should
avoid capacity reductions below 50% in line 5’s most critical
link which is identified with RAPT. Similarly, the capacity
reduction ratio for another line’s most critical link which
corresponds to the networks’ FAT of 0.95 can be deter-
mined. It can be used as a monitoring capacity reduction
ratio to ensure the high reliability of Wuhan’s URTnetwork.

,e effect of capacity reductions on a line’s most critical
link identified with RAPT on another line’s reliability in
Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours is then

analyzed. ,e FAT on a line is the fraction of passengers
departing from that line and belonging to category I. ,e
FATon lines is computed when the capacity of a line’s most
critical link identified with RAPT is reduced by a ratio
corresponding to the network’s FATvalue of 0.95.,e result,
shown in Table 7, indicates that capacity reductions on a
line’s most critical link reduce the FATnot only on that line
but also on other lines. Taking line 1’s most critical link as an
example, if its capacity is reduced by 60% (corresponding to
the network’s FATvalue of 0.95), then the FATon lines 1 and
5 decreases to 0.91 and 0.93, respectively. ,e reason for the
decreased reliability of line 5 is that passengers who ride line
5 from Hanyang to Hankou must pass through line 1’s most
critical link during evening peak hours. ,us capacity re-
ductions on line 1’s most critical link shift many passengers
into categories II and III.

Some suggestions can be offered for mitigating the
negative effect of capacity reductions on a line’s most critical
link on another line’s reliability in Wuhan’s URT network
during evening peak hours. Taking line 1’s most critical link
as an example, if its capacity is reduced, then operators
should emphasize prompt evacuation measures not only for
line 1 but also for line 5. It means operators should take
measures to recover the capacity of line 1’s most critical link
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Figure 5: Reliability ofWuhan’s URT network (a) when the capacity of each line’s most critical link identified with RAPT is reduced and (b)
when the capacity of each line’s most critical link identified with betweenness is reduced.

Table 6: Every line’s most critical link on Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours.

Critical link
Identified with RAPT Identified with betweenness

Link (station-station) RAPT (%) Rank Link (station-station) Betweenness (%) Rank
On line 1 21-22 12.60 2 13-14 9.06 5
On line 2 20–48 12.32 4 53-54 6.24 7
On line 3 73-72 12.50 3 73-74 16.38 1
On line 4 88-89 9.83 5 98-99 6.57 6
On line 5 48–117 14.95 1 21–48 12.04 3
On line 6 23–75 8.98 6 132-133 11.22 4
On line 7 79–135 4.79 7 135-136 12.18 2
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as soon as possible. Operators also need to transport pas-
sengers on line 5 rapidly by adding trains, enhancing pas-
senger travel guidance and expediting security checks.
Similarly, the priority line for which emergency measures
should be taken can be determined from Table 7 when the
capacity of a line’s most critical link identified with RAPT is
reduced.

(2) Capacity Reductions onMultiple Lines’ Most Critical Links.
,e FAT on Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak
hours is computed when the capacities of multiple lines’ most
critical links are reduced, as shown in Figure 6. Figures 5 and 6
demonstrate that the capacity reductions on multiple lines’
most critical links have a much stronger negative effect on the
reliability of Wuhan’s URT network than reductions on one
line’s most critical link. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate that the
capacity reductions on multiple lines’ most critical links
identified with RAPT have a higher negative influence on the
reliability of Wuhan’s URT network than those caused by
capacity reductions on multiple lines’ most critical links
identified with betweenness. ,e relation between network
reliability, the number of a line’s most critical links whose
capacities are reduced, and the capacity reduction ratio shows
that even if the number of a line’s most critical links whose
capacities are reduced increases to 7, the FAT on Wuhan’s
URT network can be maintained at about 0.9 when the ca-
pacity reduction ratio is below 20%. ,e reason for this result
is that the ratio of passenger flow to capacities of lines’ most
critical links is nearly 80% on Wuhan’s URTnetwork during
evening peak hours. If the capacities of lines’ most critical
links decrease by less than 20%, then some passengers are
shifted into category II and few passengers are shifted into
category III. ,erefore, the FAT is nearly 0.9 in such a case.
However, if the capacity reduction ratio exceeds 20%, many
passengers should travel on new alternative paths because
there is no spare capacity in their original paths. ,is shifts
many passengers into category II and greatly decreases the
FAT on Wuhan’s URT network.

Some suggestions can be provided to operators by an-
alyzing the result when the capacities of multiple lines’ most
critical links are reduced: to maintain the FAT on Wuhan’s
URTnetwork above 0.9, the capacities of lines’ most critical
links should not decrease by more than 20%. ,e high re-
liability of Wuhan’s URTnetwork (whose FAT is over 0.95)
can still be maintained if the capacities of the any two lines’
most critical links are reduced by 20% or the capacities of
any three lines’ most critical links are reduced by 10%.

3.5.2. Unreliability of Wuhan’s URT When the Critical Link
Capacity Reductions Occur

(1) Capacity Reductions on Each Line’s Most Critical Link.
,e network’s unreliability metric for Wuhan’s URT net-
work during evening peak hours is computed when the
capacity of each line’s most critical link is reduced, which is
shown in Figure 7. ,e capacity reduction on line 1 to 5’s
most critical link is identified with RAPT increase TGCR
faster than for the most critical link identified with be-
tweenness. ,erefore, PAPT identifies lines’ most critical
links which greatly affect Wuhan’s URT performance more
accurately than betweenness. Figure 7 illustrates that ca-
pacity reduction on line 5’s most critical link identified with
RAPTsignificantly increases the total GTC and degrades the
network performance.

Tomitigate the negative impact of capacity reductions in a
lines’ most critical link on network performance of Wuhan’s
URT during evening peak hours, operators should prevent
capacity reductions occurring on line 5’s most critical link
(link 48-117 identified with RAPT). For example, operators
should strengthen the protection and inspection of lines’ most
critical links. To maintain the high performance of Wuhan’s
URTnetwork, i.e., guarantee the TGCR below 0.05, operators
should avoid capacity reductions exceeding 10% on line 5’s
most critical link. Similarly, the capacity reduction ratio for
another line’s most critical link which corresponds to net-
work’s TGCR of 0.05 can be determined. It can serve as a
monitoring capacity reduction ratio to ensure the good
performance of Wuhan’s URT network.

,e effect of capacity reductions on a line’s most critical
link identified with RAPT on another line’s performance in
Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours is then
analyzed. ,e impact on the line’s performance is measured
with the TGCR of passengers departing from that line. ,e
TGCR on every line is computed when the capacity of a line’s
most critical link identified with RAPT is reduced by the
capacity reduction ratio corresponding to network’s TGCR
of 0.05. ,e result is shown in Table 8, which demonstrates
that capacity reductions on a line’s most critical link increase
total GTC on that line and on another line. ,e capacity
reduction ratio for line 7’s most critical link corresponding
to the network’s TGCR of 0.05 is highest among the lines’
most critical links. ,e reason is that line 7 is located in
Wuhan’s surrounding area which has low travel demand.
,e TGCR on line 6 is high when the capacity of line 7’s most
critical link is reduced by 60% (corresponding to network’s

Table 7: ,e FAT on lines when the capacity of a line’s most critical link is reduced.

Critical link Capacity reduction ratio (%)
FAT on lines

Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 Line 7
Line 1’s 60 0.91 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.97 0.97
Line 2’s 60 0.97 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.98
Line 3’s 60 0.99 0.98 0.87 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.92
Line 4’s 60 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.92 0.95 0.99 0.98
Line 5’s 40 0.96 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.79 0.97 0.97
Line 6’s 90 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.96 0.70 0.93
Line 7’s 90 0.99 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.71
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TGCR of 0.05), since it shifts many passengers into category
III who depart from line 6 to line 7. ,erefore, to maintain a
high performance of Wuhan’s URT network (with TGCR
below 0.05), the capacity of line 7’s most critical link should
not decrease by over 60%. If the capacity reductions occur on
line 7’s most critical link (link 79-135), then the emergency
measures should be taken for lines 6 and 7 to avoid poor
network performance. ,ese measures include running
buses between stations 79 and 135 to transport passengers
who need travel through capacity reduction link; adding
trains on line 6, enhancing passenger travel guidance and
expediting security checks on lines 6 and 7 to transport
passengers on lines 6 and 7 as soon as possible. ,e priority
line for which emergency measures should be taken can be

determined from Table 8 when the capacity reductions occur
on a line’s most critical link.

(2) Capacity Reductions on Multiple Lines’ Most Critical
Links. ,e unreliability of Wuhan’s URT network during
evening peak hours is shown in Figure 8 when the capacities
of multiple lines’ most critical links are reduced. Figures 7
and 8 demonstrate that the capacity reductions on multiple
lines’ most critical links have a much stronger negative
impact on the performance of Wuhan’s URT network than
that caused by capacity reductions on a line’s most critical
link. TGCR is high, and the network performance is poor
when capacity reductions occur on multiple lines’ most
critical links. Figure 8 indicates that capacity reductions on
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Figure 7: Unreliability of Wuhan’s URTnetwork (a) when the capacity of each line’s most critical link identified with RAPT is reduced and
(b) when the capacity of each line’s most critical link identified with betweenness is reduced.
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Figure 6: Reliability ofWuhan’s URT network (a) when the capacities of multiple lines’ most critical links identified with RAPT are reduced
and (b) when the capacities of multiple lines’ most critical links identified with betweenness are reduced.
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multiple lines’ most critical links identified with RAPT have
a higher negative influence on the performance of Wuhan’s
URT network than those identified with betweenness. ,e
relation between network unreliability and capacity reduc-
tion ratio shows two inflection points when the capacity
reduction ratio is 20% and 40%. Two reasons can account for
this result. One reason is that the ratio of passenger flow to
capacities of lines’ most critical links is nearly 80% on
Wuhan’s URT network during evening peak hours. ,e
TGCR is low because the number of passengers in categories
II and III is low when the capacities of multiple lines’ most
critical links decrease by less than 20%. ,e other reason is
that alternative paths exist on Wuhan’s URT network when
the capacity reduction ratio is between 20% and 40%. Most
passengers can travel on alternative paths when the ca-
pacities of multiple lines’ most critical links decrease be-
tween 20% and 40%. If the capacity reduction ratio exceeds
40%, then the TGCR increases rapidly since many passen-
gers are shifted into category III due to the passenger flows
on alternative paths exceeding capacities.

Two important suggestions for operators may be
stated based on the above analysis: to avoid total GTC
increases exceeding 15% onWuhan’s URTnetwork during

evening peak hours, the capacity of multiple lines’ most
critical links should not decrease by more than 20%. To
avoid the high increase in total GTC and poor network
performance of Wuhan’s URT, operators should avoid
having capacities of multiple lines’ most critical links
decrease by over 40%.

4. Conclusions

,is paper proposed measures for evaluating the reliability
and unreliability of a URT network when the link capacity
reductions occur.,e most critical link on a line is identified
with the proposed RAPT indicator. ,e passengers’ GTC
and total GTC are used to reflect service perceived by
passengers and network performance, respectively. To
measure the reliability of a URTnetwork when link capacity
reductions occur, the FAT and the TGCR are defined as the
reliability and unreliability metrics, respectively. A logit-
based stochastic user equilibrium model is applied to
compute passengers’ GTC and determine the passengers’
categories.

Fully and partially reduced link capacities are both
considered in analyzing the effect of capacity reductions in
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Figure 8: Unreliability of Wuhan’s URT network (a) when the capacities of multiple lines’ most critical link identified with RAPT are
reduced and (b) when the capacities of multiple lines’ most critical link identified with betweenness are reduced.

Table 8: ,e TGCR on every line when the capacity of a line’s most critical link is reduced.

Critical link Capacity reduction ratio (%)
TGCR on every line

Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 Line 7
Line 1 30 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02
Line 2 40 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01
Line 3 30 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.05
Line 4 30 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.01
Line 5 10 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.01
Line 6 40 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.06
Line 7 60 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.12
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the lines’ most critical links on the reliability of Wuhan’s
URT network during evening peak hours. ,e following
conclusions may be drawn:

(1) ,e proposed RAPT indicator is effective in iden-
tifying lines’ most critical links that greatly affect a
URT’s network reliability and performance.

(2) ,e capacity reduction ratio for each line’s most
critical link corresponding to networks’ FAT of 0.95
and TGCR of 0.05 is determined. It can be used as a
monitoring capacity reduction ratio to ensure high
reliability and good performance of Wuhan’s URT
network.

(3) ,e priority line for which emergency measures
should be taken can be determined after simulating
capacity reductions on each line’s most critical link.
It can mitigate the negative effect of the capacity
reductions in a line’s most critical link on the reli-
ability and performance of another line.

(4) In order to maintain the network reliability and
network performance of Wuhan’s URT above a
certain level, the number of most critical links whose
capacities are reduced in each line and the capacity
reduction ratio that the network can withstand are
determined. ,is can help operators in preparing
emergency plans and assessing the harm caused by
capacity reductions on lines’ most critical links.

,e reliability analysis of a URT network when link
capacity reductions occur can facilitate the integration of
measures for improving network reliability into URT net-
work planning, operations, and real-time management. ,e
identification of lines’ most critical links also can provide
guidance for infrastructure investment decisions and daily
protection. Future studies may consider the probability of
link capacity reductions and capacity recovery time. It is also
desirable to further analyze how the impact of link capacity
reductions on the reliability of a URT network can be
mitigated.

Abbreviations

(1) Sets
S: ,e set of URT stations
E: ,e set of URT links
Eredu: ,e capacity reduction link set
P
ij
1(Eredu, x),

P
ij
2(Eredu, x)

, and

P
ij
3(Eredu, x)

:

,e sets of passengers from
station i to station j who belong to
categories I, II, and III,
respectively, when capacities of
link set Eredu are reduced by x

Cij: GTC set corresponding to paths
from station i to station j

(2) Elements
i and j: Stations belong to S

e: Link belongs to L

Cm
ij : ,e GTC corresponding to the path m from station

i to station j, Cm
ij ∈ Cij

(3) Parameters
κ: ,e preset threshold
α: ,e value of time figure that converts

perceived journey time into money
βwait, βwalk, βcrow,
and βtrans:

Values of time weights for waiting time,
walking time, in-vehicle time, and
transfer times, respectively

θ: A nonnegative parameter represents the
accuracy of passengers’ perception of
travel cost

δije,m: A 0-1 binary variable; if the path m from
station i to station j contains the link e,
then δije,m � 1; otherwise, δije,m � 0

(4) Variables
Be: Betweenness of link e

C(0, 0): Passengers’ total GTC when the
URT network operates normally

C(Eredu, x): Passengers’ total GTC when
capacities of link set Eredu are
reduced by x

Cn
ij(0, 0): Passenger pn

ij’s GTC from station i to
station j when the URT network
operates normally

Cn
ij(Eredu, x): Passenger pn

ij’s GTC from station i to
station j when capacities of link set
Eredu are reduced by x

Ce(ω): ,e functional relation between
travel cost on a link and the link’s
passenger flow ω

Cm
ij : ,e GTC of the path m from station i

to station j

Cape: ,e capacity of the link e

cij: Fare from station i to station j

E(Cij, θ): ,e mathematical expectation of
passengers for GTC perception

fe: ,e number of trains that traverse
link e in a given time period

fle: ,e passenger flow on link e

Ie: ,e ratio of affected passenger
volume who is affected by link e

ntrans(0, 0): A passenger’s transfer times when
the URT system operates normally

nc: ,e number of passengers that a
train can carry

ns: ,e number of seats per train
nij: ,e number of shortest paths from

station i to station j

ne
ij: ,e number of shortest paths from

station i to station j which contains
link e

|P
ij
1(Eredu, x)|: ,e number of passengers trips who

travel from station i to station j and
belong to category 1

|paij|: ,e number of paths with spare
capacity from station i to station j

Rre(Eredu, x): Metric of reliability of a URT system
when capacities of link set Eredu are
reduced by x
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Run(Eredu, x): Metric of unreliability of a URT
system when capacities of link set
Eredu are reduced by x

twait(0, 0), twalk(0, 0),
and tinv(0, 0):

Waiting time, walking time, and in-
vehicle time, respectively, when the
URT system operates normally

tn
ij(0, 0): Passenger pn

ij ’s perceived travel time
from station i to station j when a
URT network operates normally

tinve : ,e in-vehicle time on link e

vij: ,e volume of passenger trip from
station i to station j

vm
ij : ,e volume of passenger trips from

station i to station j on the path m

x: Link capacity reduction ratio (the
unit is %)

ψe: ,e number of seats on link e in a
given time period

λ: Relative increase in GTC for
passenger pn

ij when link capacity
reductions occur.
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